HOST YOUR EVENT AT the Alamo

The Alamo is available for both daytime and evening events with indoor/outdoor venues to accommodate a range of gatherings including wedding receptions, corporate and social events as well as military ceremonies. We work with a select list of caterers in San Antonio and their expertise with our venue will help you create an experience bigger than Texas.

INFO & BOOKING CONTACT:

Call: (210) 293-6045   Email: Events@TheAlamo.org   Visit: TheAlamo.org

We are closely following CDC, State and City of San Antonio updates and recommendations on COVID-19 and updating our event procedures accordingly as needed.
Alamo Hall

Built in 1922 as San Antonio Fire Station #2, Alamo Hall is now an ideal location for receptions and dining. With chandelier lighting and French doors that open to a beautiful patio, Alamo Hall is the perfect indoor venue for your event and features a spacious kitchen. Rental of Alamo Hall includes access to Alamo Hall Patio for an indoor/outdoor experience.

- 150 guests standing, 130 seated
- Indoors

Alamo Hall Patio

This beautiful, natural outdoor area is nestled away at the back of the Alamo. With limestone walls, Texas Pecan trees, glowing string lights, and built in seating around the perimeter, it is the perfect scene for a cocktail hour, serene sit-down dinner, or intimate military ceremony.

- 75 guests standing / 40 seated
- Outdoors
- Lighting provided
Cavalry Courtyard

Shaded by Texas pecan trees, Cavalry Courtyard is a distinctive outdoor venue for small receptions and military ceremonies. The courtyard features the Six Flags of Texas and is surrounded by majestic bronze statues dedicated to the heroes of the Texas Revolution. These unique elements add an artistic and historic appeal unlike any other on the Alamo grounds.

- 130 guests standing / 100 seated
- Outdoors

Gardens

The Gardens’ sprawling lawns and tall Texas trees are perfect for “Texas-sized” receptions, living history demonstrations, and military ceremonies. Combine South and Center Gardens for added dining space and activities. The tents of the nearby Living History Encampment provide a unique backdrop.

South Gardens:
- 200 guests standing / 100 seated
- Outdoors

Center Gardens:
- 120 guests standing / 70 seated
- Outdoors
La Vista Terrace

The best kept secret in San Antonio, La Vista Terrace penthouse is a rooftop venue with a spectacular view of the historic Alamo. Adorned in traditional craftsman with rustic elements, this is the sole Alamo venue where you can hold a wedding ceremony. There is indoor space in the penthouse and a terrace deck to entertain your guests – the only outdoor event space directly overlooking the Alamo!

Indoor Penthouse and Terrace Deck combined:
- 90 guests

Event Amenities

All Alamo event spaces include access to the following:

- Kitchen and/or prep area
- Chairs, 60" round tables, 6' and 8' tables, included in rental fees
- Multiple restroom locations
- A/V, podium, and screen available for an additional fee
BLACK TIE AFFAIRS CATERING
www.BlackTieAffairsCatering.com
Noe Martinez Jr. // (210) 226-9881 // sales@blacktieaffairscatering.com

CHEF BRIAN WEST
www.ChefBrianWest.com
Chef Brian West // (210) 771-6961 // Brian@chefbrianwest.com

CREATIVE CATERING SOLUTIONS
www.CreativeCateringSolutions.net
Angela Monroe // (414) 403-4593 // angela@creativecaterings.com

DEL MAR RISOTTO
Adam Hosrebi
(254) 265-7005 // Delmarrisotto@gmail.com

DON STRANGE
www.DonStrange.com
Di-Anna Arias // (210) 434-2331 // di-anna@donstrange.com

EL JARRO
www.ElJarro.com
Sandy Cerna // (210) 315-7835 // eljarro@satx.rr.com

FORK & GARDEN
www.ForkAndGarden.com
Iverson Brownell // (843) 822-3178 // iverson@forkandgarden.com

HYATT
www.Hyatt.com
Whitney Kelman // (210) 510-4423 // whitney.kelman@hyatt.com

MENGER HOTEL * catering not available for La Vista Terrace events
www.MengerHotel.com
Zareda “Zara” Marrero // (210) 293-3415 // zmarrero@mengerhotel.com

SPICE OF LIFE
www.SpiceOfLifeSA.com
Kim Escaro Panaguiton // (210) 366-1220 // sales@spiceoflifesa.com

TRUE FLAVORS
www.TrueFlavors.com
Nichole Snow // (210) 226-3670 // nsnow@trueflavors.com
Living History

Step into the world of 1830s Texas with our Alamo Living Historians. From historical clothing to musket fire to the smell of gunpowder to early 1800s medicine, our staff will take you back in time to the famous Battle of the Alamo. Our knowledgeable staff will provide a unique, historical experience for your event. These demonstrations can be mixed and matched for a multifaceted experience.

MUSKET FIRING
Experience the spark of the flint, the flash of the fire, and the smell of sulfurous gun powder. Our training Living Historians teach you the 12 steps to fire a musket, then perform an actual firing demonstration.

1830s WEAPONS
Rifles, muskets, and knives? Oh my! Our Living Historians present and discuss the various weapons used during the Battle of the Alamo.

1830s MEDICINE
Whether it’s popular medicine, dentistry, or surgery, our staff will teach you all you need to know about medicine in 1830s Texas.

History Tours

AFTER HOURS TOUR
Retrace the footsteps of the past in the solitude of an Alamo after-hours tour. Your exclusive experience includes a personalized, guided tour of the Alamo Church and Exhibit Hall.

HISTORY TALK
Enhance your event with an introduction to the history of the Alamo and the Texas Revolution, followed by Q&A with Alamo staff.